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In this paper we introduce a new method for numerically solving the equations of the hydrodynamic model for
semiconductor devices in two space dimensions. The method combines a standard mixed finite element method,
used to obtain directly an approximation to the electric field, with the so-called Runge-Kutta Discontinuous
Galerkin (RKDG) method, originally devised for numerically solving multi-dimensional hyperbolic systems of
conservation laws, which is applied here to the convective part of the equations. Numerical simulations showing
the performance of the new method are displayed, and the results compared with those obtained by using
Essentially Nonoscillatory (ENO) finite difference schemes. From the perspective of device modeling, these
methods are robust, since they are capable of encompassing broad parameter ranges, including those for which
shock formation is possible. The simulations presented here are for Gallium Arsenide at room temperature, but
we have tested them much more generally with considerable success.
Key Words: hydrodynamic model, MESFET, mixed methods, finite volume methods, finite element methods,
conservation laws
1. INTRODUCTION
n this paper, we propose and test a new method
for numerically solving the equations of the hy-
drodynamic model for semiconductor devices with
application to a GaAs MESFET. The hydrodynamic
model for semiconductor devices may be viewed as a
second-order perturbation of a nonlinear hyperbolic
system for n, the electron density, p, the momentum
density, and w, the energy density,
3tn + div(nv) 0,
tgtp d- V divp + p" Vv + V(nkT)
-enE + (OtP)c,
tw "Jr" div (vw) + div(vnkT)
(1.1a)
(1.1b)
where k.is Boltzmann’s constant and the velocity v
and the temperature T are given by
p mnv, ( 1.2a)
w
-nkT + 1/2mnlvl 2, (1.2b)
where rn is the effective electron mass. These equa-
tions are coupled with Poisson’s equation defining
the electric field E:
div( e Vb) -e(NO Na n),
(1.3a)
(1.3b)
where is the dielectric constant, and No and N,
are the densities of donors and acceptors, respec-
tively. The constant e (> 0) is the electronic charge
and r is the heat conduction coefficient. The "colli-
-env. E + (Otw)c + div( r VT), (1.1c) sion"terms are obtained by.defining the momentum
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and energy relaxation times,
-
and -, following [1],
[141, [161, as
P ,,o To( ttP)c
"rp
"rp m-----e --T (l’4a)
’p 3 t/,nO kTTo
’,
--
-I-" e-2 T+"-’-"o (1.4b)
where TO is the ambient temperature, ]J’n0
IXno(To, No + N,) is the low field electron mobility,
and v vs(To) is the saturation velocity. Finally,
is determined by the Wiedemann-Franz law [2]
r, r,o--nk2T (1.5)
e "T
In this paper, we take r -1. We have selected a
MESFET because of its acknowledged importance,
.particularly in microwave applications. It represents
an application for which numerical methods are
required to be robust over a wide parameter regime,
although in this paper we restrict attention to ambi-
ent room temperature. We emphasize the impor-
tance of retention of the convective term, p. Vv, in
(1.1b), if a robust model is desired. This is the term
which permits shocks in the hydrodynamic model
when present. Such shocks were first identified in
the n/-n-n / diode in [12] (see also [13]). The first
study of the hydrodynamic model making use of
shock capturing methods per se, which are effective
even in the absence of shocks, was carried out in
[10]. In [11], two independent numerical methods
were coordinated in capturing shocks. Shocks are
not reported in this paper, however.
To devise our numerical method, we first notice
that the left-hand side of (1.1) defines a nonlinear
hyperbolic operator (identical to that of the Euler
equations of gas dynamics). As a consequence, to
discretize (1.1) it is reasonable to use an efficient
method originally devised for nonlinear conservation
laws. We shall thus use the Runge-Kutta Discontin-
uous Galerkin (RKDG) method; see [4], [5], [6], [7],
and [8]. This method is an explicit method which is
fully parallelizable. It combines the advantages of
the best finite difference methods for conservation
laws (stability, high-order accuracy, element by ele-
ment enforcement of conservation, sharp resolution
of discontinuities), with those of finite element and
volume methods (easy handling of complicated ge-
ometries, use of general triangulations for adaptiv-
ity, and easy treatment of boundary conditions).
Since the RKDG method is explicit, to advance in
time we need a way to compute the right-hand side
of (1.1) for a given (n, p, w). We notice that since
only the electric field, and not the electric potential,
appears on the right-hand side of (1.1), we should
use a method that provides a direct approximation
to the electric field E. We can thus use any standard
mixed finite element method to discretize the equa-
tions (1.2); we can discretize (1.2)with a mesh
different from the one used by the RKDG method.
To compute the divergence of the heat flux we use a
simple L2-projection method.
In this paper, we only use triangulations made of
rectangles, since our main computational goal is to
fairly compare our results with those of the Essen-
tially Non-Oscillatory (ENO) finite difference
method; see [18], [19], [20], [10], and [15]. The paper
[15] contains the first two-dimensional simulations
of the hydrodynamic model using finite difference
shock-capturing methods. The approximation to n,
each of the components of p, and w, will be taken to
be piecewise linear (or piecewise constant). In ac-
cordance with this choice, we use the Raviart-
Thomas mixed method of lowest order [17]. We use
the so-called Lagrange multipliers to be able to
solve the mixed method by inverting a symmetric
positive definite matrix.
We test our method on a MESFET device. Our
numerical experiments show that (i) the results us-
ing a piecewise linear approximation for n, p, and w
are by far superior to those obtained with a piece-
wise constant approximation, that (ii) the sharp gra-
dients, boundary layers, and cusps of the solution
are very well captured by the method (this is particu-
larly clear in the case of the velocity field), and that
(iii) our results are comparable to those obtained
with the ENO finite difference method. These re-
sults indicate’that our method is a very promising
method for numerically solving the equations of the
hydrodynamic model.
This paper is organized as follows. In 2, we
define our method in detail. In 3, we present and
discuss our numerical results. Finally, in 4 we end
with some concluding remarks.
2. THE NUMERICAL METHOD
a. General Description
To describe our
write the initial
numerical method, we first
boundary value problem for
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u (n, Px, Pr’ w)t as follows:
tu + divF(u) R(u), in (0, T) 1, (2.1a)
u(t 0) uo, on f/, (2.1b)
Bu g, on (0, T) x 01, (2.1c)
where the flux F (fx, fy) has the following compo-
nents:
fx(U) VxU + (0, nkT, O, vxnkT)’, (2.1d)
fy(U) VyU + (0,0, nkT, vynkT)’, (2.1e)
solution of the above initial value problem gives an
approximation which is formally second-order accu-
rate in space; see [7]. Accordingly, a second-order
accurate in time Runge-Kutta method must be used
to discretize our ODE; see [7] and [18]. Finally, a
local projection AIIh is applied to the intermediate
values of the Runge-Kutta discretization in order to
enforce nonlinear stability.
The resulting formally second-order accurate
scheme reads as follows:
Set u, AI’[h(UOh); (2.3a)
the right-hand side R is given by
R(u) E(u) + c(U) + heat(U), (2.2a)
E(U) (0, enEx, enEy, env. E)t, (2.2b)
c(U) (0, (0tp), (3tPy)c’ (tW)c)t, (2.2c)
heat(U) (0, 0, 0, div( x VT)) t, (2.2d)
and B a matrix-valued function. For the moment,
we assume that we know how to obtain R(u) for a
given u.
An overview of the discretization of our equations
is as follows. First, we triangulate our domain f/
with triangulations h made solely of rectangles R
such that the intersection of two distinct rectangles
of the triangulation h is either an edge, a vertex, or
void. Then, for each t (0, T], we take each of the
components of our approximate solution Uh(t) in the
space
Vh {p L(fl)" Pig is linear, VR h}.
For n O, nT 1, compute u,+1 as follows:
(2.3b)
(i) set ut u.;
(ii) compute u and ut as follows:
utl Allh(U + Atn Lh(U[l,g(tn))
+ Atn Rh(Ul)),
w u[ + Atn Lh(Ul, gh(tn+l))
+ Atn Rn(u[l)),
u AIIh((U, + Wh)/2);
(iii) Set U+1 U[h2].
We define each of the components of u0h to be the
L2-projection of the corresponding component of u0
into Vh and discretize the equation (2.1a) in space
by using the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method
which will be described in detail later. Since the
functions of the space Vh are discontinuous, the
mass matrix of the DG method is block-diagonal
and hence easily invertible by hand. Thus, the re-
sulting discrete equations can be rewritten as the
following ODE initial value problem:
duh
dt Lh(Uh’g) + Rh(Uh)’ t (0, T],
Uh(t O) Uoh
where Lh is the approximation of -div F. The exact
In what follows, we describe in detail the approxi-
mation of the divergence --Lh, the local projection
AIIh, and the right-hand side Rh.
b. The Discontinuous Galerkin Method
The general definition of the DG method in the
case of a scalar u can be found in [7]. To define the
method in our case, we simply have to apply the
procedure for the scalar case component by compo-
nent. For the sake of completeness, we display such
a procedure.
Let us denote by utk the k-th component of the
vector u. Consider the equation for the k-th compo-
nent of the system (2.1a), multiply it by Vh Vh,
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integrate over each R Ohh, replace the exact solu-
tion u by its approximation uh, and formally inte-
grate by parts to obtain
d fu(t, x, y) Vh( x, y) dxdy
"R
+ E feF}(Uh(t, x,y))
eOR
"ne, RVh(X,y) dF(x,Y)
fRFtk(Uh(t, X, y)) VVh(X, y) dxdy
fRRtk(Uh(t, X, y))Vh(X, y) dxdy, Vvh Vh,
where ne, R is the outward unit normal to the edge
e. Notice that F. n fxnx + fyny is a four-dimen-
sional vector whose k-th component is F(k)’n
fx(k)nx -I- fy(k)ny. Notice also that F(Uh(t X, y))" ne, g
does not have a precise meaning, since uh is discon-
tinuous at (x,y) e OR. Thus, we replace
F(Uh(t X, y))’ne, g by a suitably chosen numerical
flux he, R, which depends on the two values of uh on
the edge e, Uh((X, y)int(g)) and Uh((X, y)ext(g)), de-
fined as follows:
Finally, we replace the integrals above by quadra-
ture rules:
fehtek.( t, X, Y)Vh( X, y) dF( x, y)
L
E to/h{ek,}R (t, (X, Y)el) Oh((X, Y)el)[e[,
l=1
fnFtk(uh(t,x, y)) 7Vh(X, y) dxdy
LL
E oIF{k}(Uh(t, (X, y) Rl))
l=1
VOh((X, Y)RI)IRI,
where h e R(t, X, y) h e R(Uh(t, (X, y)int(R)),
Uh(t,(x,y)exi(R)) and to and t) are integration
weights. Following [7, Proposition 2.1], we take the
two-point Gauss quadrature formula for the edges
and the four-point Gauss quadrature formula for
the rectangles.
In this way, the weak formulation for approximat-
ing the solution to (2.1) is as follows. For each
k 1, 2, 3, 4, we have, V oh . Vh and /R h,
d
d [uk(t’x’JR Y)Vh(X’ y) dxdy
Uh(t, ( x, y) int(R))
lim Uh(t, X’, y’),
(x’, y’)(x, y), (x’, y’),(R)
uh(t, ( x, y) ext(t))
lim Uh(t, X’, y’),
(x’, y’)--*(x, y), (x’, y’)(R)
( x, y) q Ofl,
BUh(t, (x, y)ext<R)) gh(t, X, y), (X, y) 0fl.
The choice of this numerical flux is crucial since it is
through the use of the numerical flux that the up-
winding (or the artificial viscosity) which renders the
method stable (without destroying its high-order ac-
curacy) is introduced. In this paper, we choose the
so-called local Lax-Friedrichs flux which will be de-
scribed in the next section.
L
+ E E to/h{ek,}R(t, (X, Y)el)
eOR /=1
Xvh((x,Y)el)lel
LL, go, Ftkl(Uh(t, (X, y)
/=1
VOh((X, Y)l)lRI
LL
E OlR{k}(uh(t, (X, Y)Rl))Vh((X, y)R,)IRI.
l--1
The above weak formulation defines the operators
Lh and Rh.
c. The Degrees of Freedom for uh
Notice that the above weak formulation is com-
pletely independent of the way in which we choose
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to express our approximate solution. We have cho-
sen to express our approximate solution uh as fol-
lows. For (x, y) in the rectangle
R (x Axi/2, X / Axi/2)
we write
Uh(X, y) ij + (2 X --Xi)AX lxij A yj Ilyij
that is, we choose as degrees of freedom of uh, its
mean on R, 0, its variation in the x-direction, x,
and its variation in the y-direction, y.
This choice of degrees of freedom renders the
mass matrix of our weak formulation a 3 3 diago-
nal matrix. More importantly, this choice greatly
facilitates the evaluation of the numerical flux he, R
and the computation of the nonlinear projection
A I-I h which then becomes equivalent to two one-
dimensional nonlinear projections; see [6].
In order not to have to make a distinction be-
tween boundary and interior edges in the evaluation
of the numerical flux he, R and in the computation of
the nonlinear projection AIIh, we express the
boundary values as follows. Suppose that (x, y) lies
on the boundary edge {X / Axi/2} (yj-
Ayj/2, yy / Ayy/2); then we write the boundary val-
ues of uh as
Uh(X y)=i+lj/(2Y--YJ)flyi+l,j.Ay
We use a similar representation of the boundary
values of u on the boundary edge (x A xi/2 x /
Axi/2) X {yy + Ayj/2}.
d. The Local Projection AHh
The local projection is devised to prevent the ap-
pearance of spurious oscillations in the approximate
solution. The local averages, i, are unchanged to
preserve the conservativity of the method, but the
local variation in the x-direction, , and the local
variation in the y-direction, fy, must be controlled
to avoid the unwanted oscillations. We can obtain
some control on the oscillations along the x-direc-
tion with the following component by component
algorithm. For the k-th component of the approxi-
mate solution we set
(fi(xtm.jd)){k} minmodi((fixij){k},
(Ax+lij){k},(Ax_i_l,j){k}),
where Ax+ and Ax_ denote the standard forward
and backward finite difference operators in the x-
direction and
minmodi(a, bl,..., b,,)
a, if lal _< M-(Axi)2,
(sign a)min < n{lal, Ibl}, if sign a sign bt,
l<_ln,
0, otherwise,
where n is an integer and M is an upper bound of
the second-order x-derivative of each .of the compo-
nents of u; see [4]. The choice of M will be dis-
cussed in 4. To try to control the oscillation along
the y-direction, a similar algorithm may be used.
However, although this algorithm is computationally
efficient, it does not take into account the physically
relevant directions along which the information trav-
els. Taking these characteristic directions into ac-
count results in a better control of the oscillations
and in a higher quality of the approximation.
fi(mod)Let us show how to do this to define
-xi First,
we compute the Jacobians
Jiy
-u (1’ O)(lij),
and obtain their eigenvalues and their left and right
eigenvectors 1(.e,, l(.e,, and r}f, p 1, 4, respec-
tively. The eigenvalues are normalized so that l!f.
r}q) tpq. Then, we project lxij, Ax+ ij’ and Ax_ij
into the eigenspace of J:
a<p) i!) flxij, p= 1,...,4,
b(P) 1!)" Ax+iJ, p=1,...,4,
C(P) l)" Ax_lij p= 1,...,4,
and perform the projectioh (or slope limiting) in
each characteristic field
fi<P) minmodi(a<p) b<p), c<p))xij
Next, we project them back to the component space
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to obtain
4
ii(m..a) J fi(P..)r.(e)
-’x]
-1--xt]
p=
This completes the projection in the x-direction; see
[6]. A similar and totally independent procedure is
applied in the y-direction.
e. The Numerical Flux he,R
The numerical flux we use is the so-called (compo-
nentwise) local Lax-Friedrichs flux. We define it as
follows. Suppose that R is the rectangle (x-
Axi/2 x + Axi/2) X (yj Ay.i/2, yj + Ayj/2)
and suppose that the quadrature point (x, Y)el lies
on the edge {xi+ Axi/2} (y.i- Ayy/2, yy +
Ayy/2). Then,
To evaluate :E(Uh), we need a numerical method
to obtain an approximation to the electric field
E, Eh. The equations defining the electric field are
the equations (1.3) and some boundary conditions
we write as follows:
e
divE=-(No NA-n) in
E
-Vb in
b 4o on
E. n 0 on 0N,
where 0II 0IIo tO o3’N and
We discretize these equations with the lowest-order
Raviart-Thornas mixed method which defines the
approximation (Eh, &h) Uh X Wh as the solution
of the following weak formulation:
1
he, R( (X, Y)e,) "((F(Uh((
where
x,y)ntt("))) "ne, .
+F Uh((x, Y)e, "ne, n
--Ole(Uh((X, y)et’m) Uh((X Y)/et(m))),
(e(divEh,w) -(No-NA-nh),w ,VwWh,
(Eh, V) ( bh, divv) < D, V" n>o.o, Vv U,
where nh is the approximate density yielded by the
RKDG method, and
Oe, max{ A(fii), A(fii+,,)}, Uh {v H(div; fl)" vln
and
n, Px, Py, w)’)
-kT/m + Iv[,
is an upper bound for the eigenvalues of the Jaco-
bian of F-v evaluated at (n, p, py, w) for all unit
vectors v. Similar expressions hold for quadrature
points in the remaining of the boundary of R.
A characteristicwisely evaluated local Lax-
Friedrichs flux can also be used. However, our expe-
rience is that the componentwisely evaluated local
Lax-Friedrichs flux produces as good results as this
more costly flux.
f. The Right-Hand Side R(uh)
In this section we show how to evaluate the function
Rh(Uh) E(Uh)
--
c(Uh)
""
heat(Uh) for a given Uh.
To evaluate :(Uh), we simply use the equations
(1.4) and (1.2).
(a +ax,a+ay),a ,
VR h;v.nla 0},
Wh {w L2(l’l)" win is a constant, VR ohh }.
It can be shown that the above system has a unique
solution in Uh Wh [9], [17]. As pointed out before,
we use the Lagrange multipliers (see for example [3]
and the references therein)which render the matrix
of the resulting method a symmetric positive defi-
nite matrix. We invert it by using the conjugate
gradient method with incomplete Choleski factoriza-
tion as preconditioner.
To evaluate heat(Uh) we also use the Raviart-
Thomas spaces, although in a very different way. We
proceed as follows. First, we rewrite (2.2d) as fol-
lows:
heat(U) (0, 0, 0, div(q))t,
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where q is defined by
q r VT, in
T TD, on OfOT,
q" n 0, on O’NT
where 01) t’DT I10’NT and ODT ’NT---’-
. Then we define the approximation qh Qh as
the solution of the following weak formulation:
( x;lqh, v) (Th div v)
+ (To, v" n)otor, Vv Qh,
where Th and rh
respectively, and
are given by (1.2b) and (1.5),
Qh {v H(div; 11)"
(aR + ax, a3R + a4y), ai ,
VR ;v.nla 0}.
To solve for qh, we simply lump the mass matrix
thus obtaining a diagonal system.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A two dimensional MESFET device (0, 0.6/zm)
(0, 0.2/zm) is simulated, using the hydrodynamic
model (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5). The source
is the segment (0, 0.1/zm) {y 0.2/m}, the drain
is the segment (0.5/.m, 0.6/m) {y 0.2/zm}, and
the gate is the segment (0.2/zm,0.4/m) {y
0.2/zm}; see Fig. 1.
000.0
FIGURE
FIGURE 2 The doping profile No.
The doping NO is defined by
3 1017 cm -3, (x,y) [0,0.1]
[0.15, 0.21 U [0.5, 0.61
[0.15,0.2],
1 1017 cm -3 elsewhere
and N, 0 in the whole domain 1; see Fig. 2.
The initial conditions are chosen as n---NO for
the density, T--TO ---300K for the temperature,
and vx =vy---0 for the velocity. The initial condi-
tion for the potential is 4, where the’ b0 .232,
and
te drsin
0.3 0.4
"Ilae MESFET semiconductor devices.
with k 0.138 10-4, e 0.1602, and n
0.000018 (for GaAs). We are employing a transla-
tion constant 0.232 here for convenience in our
simulations. The boundary condition is defined as
follows:
(i) At the source: b for the potential,
n 3 107 cm -3 for the electron density,
T 300K for the temperature, Vx 0 tzm/ps
for the horizontal velocity, and the homoge-
neous Neumann boundary condition for the
vertical velocity Vy;
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(ii) At the drain: b b’ + 2 for the potential,
n 3 x 1017 cm -3 for the electron density,
T 300K for the temperature, vx 0 Ixm/ps
for the horizontal velocity, and the homoge-
neous Neumann boundary condition for the
vertical velocity Vy;
(iii) At the gate: b b’ -0.8 for the potential,
n 3.9 x 105 cm -3 for the electron density,
T 300K for the temperature, vx 0 tzm/ps
for the horizontal velocity, and the homoge-
neous Neumann boundary condition for the
vertical velocity Vy;
(iv) At all other parts of the boundary: all vari-
ables are subjected to homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions.
We simulate homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions for each of the components of uh as
follows. Suppose that the edge {x + Axi/2}
(yj Ayj/2, y + Aye/2) lies on a Neumann bound-
ary for, say, (Uh){k}. Then we define the degrees of
freedom of (Uh){k} at the boundary as follows:
){k}(i+ 1,j ){k} (i, ){k} (lyi + ,J (lyi,
Similar expressions are used on the other edges on
the Neumann boundary. In all our simulations we
chose M 200. We have also run the simulations
with M-- 2000 without noticing any major differ-
ence. Uniform space meshes of 96 32 and 192
64 are employed for the simulations in which the
method is run until the steady state is reached. The
use of general triangulations and of acceleration
methods for steady state computations are the sub-
ject of future work. In this paper, we are mainly
interested in comparing the results of our method
with those given by the third-order accurate ENO
shock-capturing algorithm with Lax-Friedrichs
building blocks [18], [19]. This method is combined
with a standard central difference treatment of the
heat conduction term and the Poisson equation,
which is solved by the SOR method; see [15] for
more details.
FIGURE 3A The density n obtained with the 96 32 mesh.
0.5"-
-1-
-1.5
40
a"’. ’8o
20 6010 40
y 0 0 X
100
FIGURE 3B The x-component of the velocity Vxh obtained
with the 96 32 mesh.
4o
3o 100
20 60
10
0 0
2O
40
X
FIGURE 3C The y-component of the velocity Uy obtained
with the 96 x 32 mesh.
10
4O
100
20 60
y 0 0 X
FIGURE 3D The energy w obtained with the 96 x 32 mesh.
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To give an idea of how the proposed method
works, we display the results of our method on the
96 32 mesh in Figs. 3. Notice the sharp transition
of the electron density n near the junctions. Also,
notice the boundary layer for n at the drain, but not
at the source. This is reasonable since the drain is
an outflow boundary and the source is an inflow
boundary. A rapid drop of n at the depletion region
occurs near the gate. The normal velocity compo-
nent at the gate appears to be negligible, while the
horizontal component shows evidence of strong car-
rier movement toward the source beneath the left
gate area, and strong movement toward the drain
immediately to the left of the drain junction. Notice
x 104
40
30
FIGURE 3E
mesh.
100
0 0
20
60
The temperature T obtained with the 96 32
80.
60.
40.
20-
FIGURE 3H The y-component of the electric field Ey ob-
tained with the 96 x 32 mesh.
30 80
---"6o oo
10’’<’’’’’20 40
y 0 0 X
FIGURE 3F The electric potential bh obtained with the 96 x
32 mesh.
40-
20-
0-
-20-
-40-
-80
4o
20 4020
y 0 0 X
FIGURE 3G The x-component of the electric field Exh ob-
tained with the 96 32 mesh.
0.5,,
40
02010. O0
0 0
FIGURE 4A The Vxh for the 96 x 32 mesh: the p1-RKGD
method.
0.5.
O,
-0.5.,
-1
40
y 0 0
X
100
FIGURE 4B The Vxh for the 96 x 32 mesh: the ENO method.
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80
lOO
20
40
y o o x
FIGURE 5A The vy for the 96 x 32 mesh: the P-RKGD
method. FIGURE 6B The vxh for the 192 x 64 mesh: the ENO method.
20
10 20
40
y o o x
80
lOO
FIGURE 5B The oy for the 96 x 32 mesh: the ENO method.
0.5
FIGURE 7A The vy for the 192 64 mesh: the P-RKGD
method.
1.
0.5-
O.
-0.5-
-1.5
80
6o oo6020,,,.><- 20
y 0 0 X
FIGURE 6A The u,h for the 192 x 4 mesh: the P-RKGD
method.
80
60
8040 60
20 4020
y 0 0
lOO
FIGURE 7B The vy for the 192 x 64 mesh: the ENO method.
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the cusps and strong gradients in the components of the components of the velocity in Figs. 4 and 5
the velocity. The junction layers and the interface
layers are also clearly visible in the energy density w
and the potential (k. The peaks of the electric field
are due to its singularities around the intersections
of the Dirichlet and Neumann segments.
To obtain an idea of the quality of the approxima-
tions, we compare the results of the RKGD method
with piecewise linear approximate solutions with the
(mesh 96 32) and in Figs. 6 and 7 (mesh 192 64).
Only the components of the velocities are displayed,
since the differences in the other quantities are not
as noticeable. Cuts at y .1 and at y .175 of the
density, temperature, and velocity are displayed in
Figs. 8 and 9 (for the mesh 96 32) and on Figs. 10
and 11 (for the mesh 192 64). We can see that the
results given by the p1-RKDG method are compara-
results of the ENO method. We display surfaces of ble to those of ENO; moreover, as we refine the
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FIGURE 8A Cut of density (left) and temperature (right) at y .1 for the 96 32 mesh. (--" P-RKDG, ENO)
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FIGURE 8B Cut of Vxh (left) and vy (right) at y .1 for the 96 x 32 mesh. (m. P-RKDG, ENO)
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FIGURE 9A Cut of density (left) and temperature (right) at y .175 for the 96 x 32 mesh. (--" p1-RKDG, ENO)
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FIGURE liB Cut of Vxh (left) and Vy_h (right) at y .175 for the 192 64 mesh. (--" P-RKDG, ENO)
mesh, we can see that these results get closer, as
expected. There are noticeable differences in Vxh
and Vyh along the gate between these two methods.
The differences stem from the fact that the pl_
RKDG method treats the boundary conditions
weakly, while the ENO method treats them strongly.
Our numerical experiments (not reported here) also
show that the approximation given by the P-RKDG
method, which is formally first-order accurate, is by
far inferior to that provided by the P-RKDG
method, which is formally second-order accurate.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The generalization of the RKDG methods to the
two-dimensional hyperbolic system of conservation
laws works very well. The performance of this for-
mally second-order accurate method in uniform
Cartesian grids is similar to that of the finite differ-
ence ENO method. In a future work, we plan to
devise acceleration-to-the-steady-state techniques
and to exploit the ability of our method to handle
general triangulations.
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